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Study anytime, anywhere! Law in a Flash comprehensive flash cards are ideal for reviewing legal

topics point by point. Each card has a concise question on one side and an accurate answer on the

reverse side. These cards are the only product of their kind.&lt;p class=copymedium> Law in a

Flash Card Features: &lt;li class=copymedium>Only product of its kind &lt;li

class=copymedium>Test your knowledge of black letter law &lt;li class=copymedium>Apply the law

to hypothetical examples &lt;li class=copymedium>Use individually or in group sessions &lt;li

class=copymedium>Use them anywhere, anytime &lt;li class=copymedium>Great for exam

prep&lt;/ul>
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I lOVE THIS! I am preparing for my exam now with it and I can tell you EVERYTHING we covered in

class is presented in this series but in a FUN and explicit yet concise way! I feel like I could have

just learned torts from this series lol! It will be a great supplement with your class, my advice is to

use it as you go only with the class so you have already learned much of the info you are just

re-studying rather than learning lol! DONT go ahead of your professor because once you get to

negligence you can get confused :)

These are a good tool to test your mastery of torts fundamentals. But, they are not an exam study

shortcut. I would use these after class to make sure you fully understood the material for the day. As

finals come closer, you should transition from these to doing practice tests.



I liked these but many of my classmates did not. Just like with the Contracts version, you'd be

amazed at what it calls to mind, what you have forgotten, and what actually applies. Helps to

reinforce themes.I don't like the organization system and wish it was an app. If I drop my phone, it's

not an endeavor to reorganize everything.

Great for helping study for my torts final. Start studying them early, because theres a TON of info in

them. The examples and practice problems are entertaining and super helpful. Definitely worth the

money!

Good flash cards and very helpful. These were purchased as part of my study process. They will

help with the memorization needed.

No the cards were not new but they are very detailed about the substantive matter of torts. They are

organized also in a way that is helpful.

We had probably the worst Torts professor at any top 50 law school. She didn't even know the

elements of Assault. The flash cards were pretty clutch, especially for intentional torts. The goofy

character names and outrageous situations in the fact pattern questions made them fun to go

through and really helped the material stick. They give mnemonics for black letter law, but I'd

recommend coming up with your own so they're easier to remember. All in all, though, I'd say this

was a pretty good purchase and use of my time while cramming.

This was a very comprehensive review with flash cards. The card set contains numerous

hypotheticals to help you understand the different doctrines of Tort law.
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